
 

 

 
New additions in the line up ! 
With spring is coming a new team of bulls : SUPERBOY and SAPHIR are great ambassadors of their sire 
PACTOLE. With TITANIUM (Noro), a new leader is reaching to the top of the GZW list in Germany, and TABEO 
brings an interesting combination of fitness and production. On the proven list, O MALLEY starts to add 
many daughters and confirms he is a great bull for type and components, bringing breeders’ satisfaction! 
 
NEW GENOMIC SIRES 
SUPERBOY 
Pactole x Antonov x Jacarta 

  

 
Born at Gaec des Marguerites (Ille et Vilaine). One 
of the two first PACTOLE sons released by BGS. 
His dam Petula is a really nice Antonov daughter, 
that started very well her first lactation with 28 kg. 
His grand-dam produced 11 446 kg at 3,91% F & 
3,47% P. This new cow family goes back to a VG 
88 Vinozak cow as 4th dam. SUPERBOY brings a 
very complete profile, high components, good 
balance of type, dairyness and super feet and 
legs.He has the sought-after BB and A2A2 
caseins, available both conventional and sexed. 
aAa : 642513 
 

 
                        Dam : Petula (G+84) 
 
SAPHIR 
Pactole x Amor x Traction 
Born at Alain Terrillon (Côte d’Or). This second 
Pactole son coming out of BGS program comes 
from another new cow family. He can reach the 
very high levels of GZW CH at 1481, also 130 in 
GZW DE and 190 in PPR. His dam Oblique 
achieved in her 1st lactation 9664 kg at 4,18% F 
& 3,62%P and has tremendous feet and legs and 
dairy strength. SAPHIR will make high producing 
cows with components and excellent fitness traits. 
He is the best Pactole son with GZW CH 1481 and 
GZW DE 130. They will move on super feet and 
legs. He has the sought-after BB and A2A2 
caseins, available both conventional and sexed. 
aAa : 165234        Dam : Oblique (VG 85) 
 



 

 

TABEO 
 
Aristo x Bender x Jeroboam  
 

Born at Gaec du Thorey (Côte d’Or). This Aristo son 
is also out of a new cow family from BGS program. 
The foundation for production is really strong : his 
dam Omega has a 2nd lactation of 10 668 kg at 
4.85% F & 3,79%P , the grand dam (Jeroboam) 
made 12 495 kg at 4.25%F 3.74%P and great grand 
dam (Traction) achieved 13 212 kg at 3.87 %F3.4 
%P, both scored VG too. TABEO will sire very good 
frames, cows with top fitness traits and high 
components. He will improve feet and legs and 
breed the ideal medium teat size. He is the highest 
ARISTO son in Germany at GZW 128. He has the 
sought-after BB and A2A2 caseins, available sexed 
semen at the end of April. Conventional semen 
available during May. aAa      261435 
              

                   Dam : Omega (G+84) 
 
 
TITANIUM 
 
Noro x Nice GP x Alasko  
 
Born at Gaec de la Bellerie (Aveyron). This is our 
first NORO son, from one of the highest ranking 
NICE GP daughter in France. She produced in her 
1st lactation 7990 kg at 3,95% F & 3,76%P and 
hails from another new cow family too in BGS 
program. TITANIUM will bring the balanced 
breeding with very complete type, especially 
udder and width of chest. He is the highest foreign 
genomic bull in Germany at 138 GZW, and best 
Noro son. In Switzerland with 1457 GZW he is in 
the top 5 of all available sires. He has the sought-
after BB and A2A2 caseins. First semen will be 
available only from June 2023. 
          Dam : Pennie (G+82) 
 
 



 

 

OTHER TOP GENOMIC BULLS 
SKYFALL 
Optimal x Loustic x Anibal 
aAa 615243 
He ranks at the top of several genomic lists, with 1434 GZW CH he is in the top in Switzerland and number 
10 of foreign bulls in Germany at GZW 133. His family traces back to a great cow in Switzerland Zeus CH 
ZEA EX 94 who produced lifetime117,943 kg 4.68 %F 3.62 %P. SKYFALL is a good choice to improve 
milk production without sacrificing udder quality, muscularity and all fitness traits! He offers the sought-after 
BB and A2A2 caseins, available in conventional and sexed semen. 
 

  
OHEA ABF, dam of Skyfall 
 
SATURNE 
Optimal x Ifeeling x Vigor 
aAa 165243 
Born at Gaec Brast in Aveyron, SATURNE has the ideal package of production, fitness and nice udders, 
This OPTIMAL son has a deep pedigree behind, back to the famous Hussli TIGELLE EX 90 and its 130,000 
kg lifetime production! He gets a high GZW CH at 1449 pts and has the sought-after BB and A2A2 caseins. 
He is widely available conventional and sexed. 
 

  
MADMOISEL, dam of Saturne 
 
Other top French sires : 
 
STING (Tu SG) is the #1 sire with a stunning 1550 GZW CH but already sold out 
OPTIMAL (Sinatra) is still number 2 available bull in Switzerland for GZW at 1461 
RASTAROKET (O Malley) remains in the top 5 in Switzerland for GZW at 1450 
RIESLING (O Malley) is still 129 GZW in Germany with 123 udder and 788 milk 
ROCKY (Canyon) ranks #7 of genomic sires in Italy with 1190 ITE 
PACTOLE (Blower) is still #2 PPR in USA at 211 and #11 in Italy with 1165 ITE 



 

 

PROVEN BULLS 
 
O MALLEY 
Bender x Glarus x Dally 
aAa 423561 
 
He was awaited and he has now his first results in various countries. In total, he has 293 daughters in milk 
worldwide getting in the proofs. In Italy O MALLEY even gained some points of ITE to reach 890 ! in all 
countries, O MALLEY improved his components, lost a little bit in milk index but the kg of PROT and FAT 
remain at their high level. His very complete type profile is also confirmed with now 158 cows scored 
worldwide. He is for sure an udder improver and can regularly correct the rumple angle and improve thurl 
position. His daughters move on very good feet and legs and have balanced frames. At the moment, most 
of his milking daughters in the proof are with just one test or very short lactations. We really have to wait 
until August or even December 2023 run to get a stable proof with more data. 
 
Meanwhile many of his daughters are performing well on farm and also on some shows : 
 

           
Duss BS O Malley KENAYA : 
 
IGBS : reserve Junior Champion 
Brown Swiss Master Sargans : 1st in the class 

        
 
Duss BS O Malley KENAYA      O Malley OSMEA : 

   Bundner Braunviehtag : 1st in the class 



 

 

 

   
RAIPONSE (O Malley x Amor x Zephir) 
38 kg/day  
Same family as PACTOLE 
 

      
REVEUSE KS (O Malley x Amor x Zephir) LBB RIXIE (O Malley x Anibal x Hulk) 
Best udder at Miss BGS show PARIS  Reserve Miss BGS show PARIS 
 

 
RACHIDA and ROMANE 
Two O Malley daughters at Sommet Elevage 2022  
 
 
 



 

 

Our O MALLEY sons will continue to be demanded, offering various profiles : 
 
RIESLING  O Malley x Ifeeling  Top GZW, milk and udder 
RASTAROKET O Malley xSinatra  Top GZW CH and udder 
RIDLEY  O Malley x Vanpari  Top fitness and grazing 
LBB RALICE O Malley x Vigor  Top Type and Milk 
 
NO DECIBEL 
Daredevil x Anibal x Dally 
aAa 342156 
 
He added now 71 daughters in the production proof and 21 in the type evaluation. He confirms to be an 
exceptional udder bull with 127 in the CH base, also +2.2 in France and remains a complete bull with 
excellent feet and legs and correct production. He is AB and A2A2 and well available conventional 
semen. 
 
 

 
ROSALIE (No Decibel) 
 
OSBOURNE 
Fact x Pom Ipiano x Brillant 
aAa 165243 
He added just 24 daughters in the production proof and makes a very good start. His daughters are 
producing very well with nice fore udders. They show a lot of power in the front end and good muscularity 
considering the production. He went up in ISU to 172 pts and now 1332 GZW CH and 156 PPR. He is AB 
and A2A2 and well available conventional semen. 

 
LANCELOT, dam of OSBOURNE 



 

 

 
NICE GP 
Fact x Calvin x Glenn 
aAa 243615 
 
with 95 of reliability, he becomes a highly reliable proven sire, and has an incredible combination of 
udders +2.2, fertility +1.8, udder health +2.0, chest width +1.4 and positive muscularity, along with over 
450 kg milk on 270 daughters. Cows built to last! 
 

  
PARRURE, daughter of NICE GP 
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